Context. The Rosetta spacecraft arrived at the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko on August 6, 2014, which has made it possible to perform the first study of the solar wind interacting with the coma of a weakly outgassing comet. Aims. It is shown that the solar wind experiences large deflections (>45
Introduction
The interaction of the solar wind with the neutral gas that forms the coma of a comet is of great historical interest. In situ observations provide important insight into the impact that cometary neutral gas has on the solar wind, but have been limited to a few flybys of very active comets (Cravens & Gombosi 2004) . The Rosetta mission provides a unique opportunity for long-term observation of the interaction of the solar wind with a weak comet for which the activity is gradually increasing as it approaches the Sun. These observations combined with theoretical simulations help us to better understand how the solar wind interacts with a comet. In the coma of a comet, neutral gas diffuses radially outward, and will eventually ionize through photoionization with sunlight or charge-exchange with the solar wind (Combi et al. 2005) . The newborn cometary ions are initially slow (∼1 km s −1 ) compared to the solar wind (∼400 km s −1 ), which leads to a Lorentz force that accelerates the cometary ions orthogonal to the direction of solar wind flow, u SW , and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), B IMF . Through this acceleration process, particles are "picked up", begin to gyrate around the IMF, and as more ions are created, a ring distribution forms around the solar wind in phase space (Coates et al. 1989; Coates 2004) . Pickup ions increasingly mass load the solar wind, which causes deceleration through conservation of momentum (Biermann et al. 1967 ) and the excitation of wave activity (Wu & Davidson 1972; Szegö et al. 2000) .
The neutral outgassing rate is very high when comets are near the Sun, and consequently, the neutral population remains large enough for substantial ion production far from the comet (>100 000 km). The large coma size of active comets (Q Neutral 1 × 10 29 mol s −1 ) causes significant solar wind deceleration, which makes the formation of a diamagnetic cavity and bow shock possible (Biermann et al. 1967; Neubauer et al. 1986; Mendis et al. 1986 ). In contrast, ion production at inactive comets (Q Neutral 5 × 10 26 mol s −1 ) is weaker because of the lower neutral production rate and the reduced flux of ionizing light and solar wind farther from the Sun. Consequently, mass loading of the solar wind only becomes significant within 1000 km from inactive comets, and does not cause significant deceleration (Rubin et al. 2014) . The scale size of a weak comet's ion coma is small compared to the cycloidal motion of most Article published by EDP Sciences A21, page 1 of 7 A&A 583, A21 (2015) cometary pickup ions, and as a result, kinetic effects become important (Bagdonat & Motschmann 2002) . Hybrid and multifluid magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations of weak ion comas show that there is insufficient time for a pickup ring distribution to form, and is limited to a low energy pickup "tail" that flows away from the comet in the −u SW × B IMF direction (Bagdonat & Motschmann 2002; Rubin et al. 2014; Koenders et al. 2015) . These models also show that the solar wind experiences a Lorentz force in the opposite direction to the pickup ions that is necessary to conserve momentum and energy.
Observations of the interaction between the solar wind and cometary ionospheres were studied previously at the comets Giaccobini-Zinner (Sanderson et al. 1986 ), Halley (Mukai et al. 1986; Johnstone 1990; Neubauer 1990 ), Grigg-Skjellerup (Johnstone et al. 1993) , Borrelly (Young et al. 2004; Richter et al. 2011) . With exception to Giaccobini-Zinner, each spacecraft passed through a cometary bow shock, observed gradual deceleration of the solar wind with simultaneous deflection away from the Sun-comet line, and in the case of Giotto at 1P/Halley, a diamagnetic cavity was observed. However, these comets were much more active than 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (67P), and were observed around 1 AU (Gulkis et al. 2015; Bieler et al. 2015) . Conditions closer to those at 67P were evaluated by the Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers (AMPTE), which simulated the ion coma of a weakly outgassing comet by creating a neutral coma of lithium or barium around their spacecraft (Valenzuela et al. 1986 ). Chapman & Dunlop (1986) found that the solar wind was deflected because momentum was conserved between the solar wind and newly accelerated pickup ions.
In this work, we show the first detailed observations from the Rosetta spacecraft at 67P of the solar wind interacting with the weak ion coma of a comet far from the Sun (∼3 AU). In contrast to previous cometary encounters, we expect the solar wind to have undergone little deceleration, but it may be still heavily deflected through the conservation of momentum with freshly accelerated cometary pickup ions.
Results

Instrumentation
The Ion and Electron Sensor (IES) is one of two plasma spectrometers onboard Rosetta that measures ions and electrons with energies per charge between of 4.3 eV/q to 18 keV/q, and a ∆E/E of 8%. The instrument has a 360
• × 90
• field of view with an angular resolution of 5
• × 6
• for ions and 22.5
• for electrons (Burch et al. 2007 ). Measurements are made at a variable cadence, between 128 and 1024 s. However, it is impossible to simultaneously meet the above mentioned energy, angular, and time resolution within telemetry constraints. These constraints necessitate the use of measurement modes that collapse adjacent measurements in energy, elevation, or time to focus on specific science goals. For example, the ion portion of IES has 7 coarse (45 • ) and 9 fine (5 • ) anodes. In order to resolve the three-dimensional velocity distribution function (VDF) of solar wind ions, IES must be oriented such that the fine anodes have good pointing toward the Sun, and IES must use a mode that returns all data from those anodes. When IES uses a mode that collapses data from the fine anodes, the instrument effectively has eight 45
• wide azimuthal look directions. Consequently, modes without the fine anodes limit our analysis of the solar wind VDF.
Observations
Rosetta arrived at 67P on August 6, 2014. Since that time IES has made near continuous observation of the solar wind, with the exception of rare periods when the Sun was outside of the IES field of view or behind a spacecraft blockage. However, as mentioned in Sect. 2.1, IES is also constrained by Rosetta's pointing and telemetry requirements. Figure 1 shows the distance of Rosetta from the comet between August 6, 2014, and February 26, 2015 . Measurements are colored to qualify their use for study of solar wind deflection; red data when the Sun was outside of the IES field of view, yellow data when the Sun was outside of the field of view of the fine anodes or the instrument was using a mode that had poor angular resolution, or blue data when the Sun was in the field of view of the fine anodes and the instrument was in a mode that had high angular resolution. We had many days of ideal solar wind measurements in October and a few in January, when Rosetta was between 10−30 km from the comet. This work focuses on intervals near the comet (<50 km) when ideal solar wind measurements were made. (Nilsson et al. 2015) . The increases in energy, at ∼01:00 and ∼08:00, are caused by an enhanced negative spacecraft potential accelerating the cometary ions. The ions observed at 800 and 1600 eV/q are solar wind protons and He ++ , respectively. We note that there is very little change to the solar wind speed throughout the day. The faint signal at 3.5 keV/q is likely He + . This ion is created by charge exchange of solar wind He ++ with cometary neutrals (Shelley et al. 1987; Fuselier et al. 1991) .
Figures 2b and c both show that the solar wind is significantly deflected near the comet. The signal from all 4 ion species are shown in panels b and c; all four species appear between −20
• and 50
• in elevation, but in azimuth the solar wind ions are distinct and mostly observed in the fine anodes (270
• −315 • ). The clearest example of strong solar wind deflection occurs after 19:00, when the majority of the solar wind flux occurs at azimuths and elevations that are more than 20
• from the antisunward line. Solar wind deflections are also highly variable. Between 11:00 and 13:00, the solar wind periodically oscillates across the azimuth of the Sun every 20 min, but at other times throughout the day the solar wind remained consistently deflected for several hours or more.
We now choose a time period during which the spacecraft orientation and the solar wind deflection do not change significantly and when the He + signal was intense enough to evaluate the degree of deflection of the solar wind during these time periods. Figure 3 shows time averaged flux from October 20, 2014, between 03:30 and 04:10, for all energies/q in each anode summed over elevation. The azimuth of the Sun is marked with a black diamond. The radial direction relative to the Sun is shown with a horizontal dotted line and tick marks show the relative energy per charge along this line. We also calculate velocity scales for all 4 species along the abscissa and ordinate of the figure. We note that prior to arrival at the comet, IES data showed the undisturbed solar wind rarely exceeds 5−10
• from the anti-sunward direction. However, the solar wind protons in Fig. 3 are deflected in azimuth alone by almost 20
• . We also note that the heavier He ++ are only deflected about 8 • or 9
• and He + is deflected similarly to that of the He ++ . The Ion and Electron Sensor did not observe significant pickup ion acceleration on October 20, 2014. However, pickup ions were observed on January 23, 2015; Fig. 4 shows the time averaged flux, between 19:00 and 20:00 on this day, in the same format as Fig. 3 . A precise estimate of the solar wind H + deflection is not possible in this example because it extends more than 45
• and exceeds the azimuthal extent of IES's fine anodes. As in Fig. 3 Fig. 3 , then we can estimate the solar wind proton deflection to be twice that of the He ++ (∼60 • ). In this case, the accelerated cometary pickup ions are moving at an angle of less than 45 solar wind protons. In addition, the pickup ions are deflected to the opposite side of the spacecraft-Sun line as the solar wind.
Fitting analysis of solar wind data
In order to precisely characterize the solar wind behavior around the comet, IES data was fit to a Maxwellian using the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm (Marquardt 1963) . When solar wind data with high spatial resolution was available, the measured distribution function, f (u), was fit with Eq. (1) to compute the density, n, velocity, u SW , and temperature, T , of the solar wind protons and He ++ : , and panel d shows the magnetic field components (Bx: black data, By: red data, and Bz: blue data) in CSEQ obtained by RPC-MAG (Glassmeier et al. 2007 ). The spacecraft residual magnetic field is unknown, which also means that the total magnetic field strength and direction are unknown. Consequently, this study uses relative changes in the components of the magnetic field data. We also note that the uncertainty in our fitting analysis is estimated to be on the order of the IES resolution (∼5 • ). Our fitting analysis confirms that solar wind H + is deflected more than 25
• from the comet-Sun line. Moreover, we note that solar wind He ++ is consistently less deflected than that of the protons. Vertical dashed lines mark four changes in the solar wind deflection that relate to changes in the magnetic field. Around 01:00, the azimuthal deflection of the solar wind reverses from negative to positive and then back to negative 30 min later, while a similar behavior is observed in the IMF Bx (black) and Bz (blue) components. Again at 07:00, the azimuthal angle reverses from negative to positive in conjunction with a positive change in Bx (black) and Bz (blue). At 19:30, the solar wind elevation angle reverses from positive to negative at the same time as By (red) changes positively and Bx (black) changes negatively. It was carefully checked that the state of the spacecraft, e.g., spacecraft currents, do not have a significant impact on the measured magnetic field at these times. Thus, the observed changes in the magnetic field are present in the IMF and not caused by the spacecraft. In synopsis, abrupt changes in solar wind deflection often occur with simultaneous changes in the orthogonal magnetic field components.
Summary and discussion
This study uses data from Rosetta's Ion and Electron Sensor to make the first detailed observations of solar wind interacting A21, page 5 of 7 A&A 583, A21 (2015) a)
Bx, By, Bz with a weakly outgassing comet. We find that the solar wind is not appreciably slowed by the coma, but is deflected significantly. Furthermore, the solar wind protons are deflected greater than the solar wind He ++ . Pickup ions are accelerated in a direction perpendicular to the flow of solar wind protons, and on the opposing side of the spacecraft-Sun line. Moreover, the solar wind does not consistently deflect around the comet as observed previously at comets with bow shocks (Mukai et al. 1986; Johnstone et al. 1993; Young et al. 2004 ). However, we find that reversals in the solar wind deflection relate to changes in the orthogonal magnetic field components. These results show clear evidence of solar wind deflection caused by momentum transfer with the newly accelerated cometary ions, and are in good agreement with observations made at a simulated comet and theoretical predictions (Chapman & Dunlop 1986; Bagdonat & Motschmann 2002; Rubin et al. 2014; Koenders et al. 2015) .
Figures 3 and 4 show that solar wind protons are more strongly deflected than the solar wind He ++ or He + . In the case of Fig. 3 , the proton deflection was larger by a factor of 2, which is proportional to the charge/mass (q/m) ratio between the two species and is further evidence that the solar wind deflection is caused by a Lorentz force. Particle acceleration, a, from a Lorentz force is proportional to q/m (i.e., a = −q(u × B)/m). We suggest that He + deflects similarly to He ++ because the deflections largely occur before charge exchange. Deflection is a cumulative effect that steadily increases as newborn cometary ions are added upstream, while charge exchange is more likely to occur near the comet, where neutral densities are larger. We also comment on the increased magnitude of the deflections observed in Fig. 4 ; these observations were made in late January, when the comet was much closer to the Sun. We speculate that the reduced distance from the Sun has resulted in a larger, denser ion coma that more efficiently deflects the solar wind. Figure 6 shows that changes in solar wind deflection relate to changes in the orthogonal magnetic field components. We think that the reversals in solar wind deflection are caused by changes in sign of the orthogonal magnetic field components, which subsequently reverse the direction of the Lorentz forces experienced by the solar wind and pickup ions. We suggest that this could be a useful in-flight analysis tool for the calibration of magnetometers.
Given that the solar wind is deflecting through a momentum transfer process, it is possible to speculate on the density of the ion coma necessary to cause the observed solar wind deflection. We use Figs. 3 and 4 as cases studies for this analysis. Equation (2) shows the balance in momentum between the solar wind and cometary ions, assuming the momentum of He ++ and He + is negligible. The relationship is defined by the solar wind number density, n SW , proton mass, m SW , the flow of solar wind perpendicular to the anti-sunward line, v SW⊥ , coma ion density, n CI , cometary ion mass, m CI , and the flow of cometary ions perpendicular to the anti-sunward line, v CI⊥ . This equation A21, page 6 of 7 is rearranged into the form shown in Eq. (3) to solve for the average coma ion density encountered by the solar wind upstream of the spacecraft: n SW * m p * v SW⊥ = n CI * m CI * v CI⊥ (2)
The solar wind and cometary ion masses are assumed constant at the mass of protons and water, respectively. We also assume that the flow of cometary pickup ions remains orthogonal to the flow of the solar wind based on results in Figs. 3 and 4 . The magnitude of v CI⊥ is estimated from the peak of the pickup ion distribution in Figs. 3 and 4 . Solar wind densities are calculated with our fitting analysis. Table 1 summarizes our results, and shows that the cometary pickup ions can cause significant deflection of the solar wind when their densities are approximately equal. We note that our cometary ion densities are in reasonable agreement with those predicted by Fuselier et al. (2015) .
